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(Received August 12, 1949) Introduction.
The perturbation method is one of the most important methods of approximation in quantum mechanics as well as in some fields of classical mechanics. But the question of its convergence has not yet been fully discussed from the systematic point of view.
Many of the discussions hitherto given 011 the subject are based on plausibility considerations and draw no decisive conclusion. Among a few works of mathematical character, we should mention those of \Vilson 1 ) and RellichS>. The papers of \Vilson are rather unsystematic and mainly concerned with bounded operators~), which restricts the fields of its application. Rellich's study is the most complete one in the mathematical sense. and treats the case of the so-called regular operators in which the formal series of perturbation are proved to be convergent for sdJicielltly small value of the parametcr. His results are applicable to many problems, especially in classical mechanic.;, but are still restricted considerably in application, for it is rather usual that the perturbation method is valid only in the sensc of asymptotic expansioll but not in the sense of power expansion, and in such cases the perturbation cannot be regular in Rellich's sense.
On the basis of the variational principle in a generalized sense. the writer developed a theory of the perturbation method regarded as an asymptotic expansion, which is much wider in scope of application than Rellich's regular perturbation.
Before entering into this subject, hO"'evcr, it is worth while first to treat the regular perturbation, for thc formal part of the perturbation method is completely determined in this case and, moreover, it has itself an important application in quantum mechanics of atoms as we shall ShllW below. But since the original method of Rellich is somewhat c{~lllp1icatcd and abstmse, we will give in this papcr an improved and much simplified trcatmcnt (If thc rcgular perturbation bascd on the use of resolvents 4 ) and contour intcgrals. :\"Ioreover, our method allows liS to give explicit formulas representiflg cigcn-valucs and cigcn-vectors as far as any order of the perturbation. Also thc estimation of the convergcnce radii is milch improved. \Ve restrict ourselvcs. howcvcr. to a brief outline of the theory together "ith some illustrative examples and rcf~r thc readers to another paper';) of the writer regarding more detailed and rigorous treatment of the problem. :\-Iore general case (asymptotic expansion) and the perturbation containing the time will be discussed in subsequent papers. 
PART
exists and is a bounded operator provided that the complex number I does not belong to the spectrum of If (the latter is confined to the real axis!). Further R(l) is a regular (analytic) function of !, and its singular points compose exactly the spectnlm of H.
To derive important properties of R(/), we assume for the sake o( simplicity that the spectrum of II consists of purely discrete cigcn-vailles ...... <").
..
where E,. is the projection operator 10) belonging to the cigcn-value i.,. and has the property . 
II
The following" relations can easily be derived from (4) and (:J) : 
where tJ{l) is the distance of I from the spectrum of H. In particular (3 (I) denotes the imaginary part of !)
Further ,\-e have, if I is pm-ely illzagiJlary.
If C is ,1. closed curve in the complex plane which does not pass through any point of the spectrum of H, we have by (4) where summation is to be taken for such II that l,. is inside of C.
(4) can also be written as follows:
where
is regular at 1= By what we stated above, R .. (/) is regular .in " for every / on C provided " is small. Hence it follows from (13) that E .. is also regular for small x. In particular dim E .. must be a continuous function of ". But as it is an integer, we have dim E .. =const.=dim Eo=1n . (14) It means that the total multiplicity of eigen-values of H.. inside C is just equal to m and independent of ".
Thus we have succeeded in separating the m-dimensional subspace E .. which is regular in " and tends to Eo fpr ,,-O. Our problem is therefore essentially reduced to the problem in a finite dimensional Euclidian space, and we can establish the following facts without difficultya). The eigen-values under consideration consist of s distinct ones 1 .. .1 (1'=1, "', s), s being independent of " and S 1Jl.
Denoting by E" I the projection on the eigen-space belonging to Ax.1' we have (15) •
1_1 mj being constant. Further A" I and E"j are regular in " and developable into power series of " with non vanishing convergence radii.
Thus the perturbation method is justified to its full extent in the case of regular perturbation.
It should be noted that our results are valid so long as Ao is an isolated eigenvalue of no with jillite multiplicity. The nature of the rest of the spectrum has no influence on the convergence of the result.
The above argument is also valid when we consider finite number of such isolated eigen-values simultaneously.
Hitherto our consideration has been restricted to small value of ". But as the same argument applies to a small neighborhood of any value of" in the regularity region of H.. we can apply the process of analytic continuation to eigenvalues and eigen-spaces of 11... It follows that they are analytic functions of ", and this is true even when crossing takes place among them, so long as they do not come in contact with continuous spectrum, for such a crossing only means an incidental degeneracy of eigen-values which does not affect our argument.
In this paper we considered exclusively projection operators 1:.:-' ,,; on eigenspaces because they have the advantage of being uniquely determined whereas eigen-vectQrs are devoid of this property (especially when degeneracy occurs where tp,> may be nearly arbitrary. Since E-,;; is regular, these eigen-vectors are \11so regulaer and can be ottho-normalized conserving the regularity. § 3 Formal Series.
Once the regularity of the eigen-values and eigen-spaces (or eigen-vectors) is established, it is evident that they are formally represented by the series obtained by t-he usual procedure. Here we shall show that the same formulas can be obtained in a more compact form by our method of contour integral.
Let He,. be given formally by (17) where no is the unperturbed operator and 1t V is the perturb:ttion. For the present we proceed quite formally, postponing the examination of the regularity of H-,; to later stage. \Ve have
.. ~o Substituting into (13), we obtain ...
1:.'-,;=E
V appearing n times in the integrand.
To evaluate the integral of (20), we note that
where So(l) is the reduced resolvent of Ho and regular at 1=).0 (see (10) , (11» 
A(I)= -EoVS-SVEn
On the other hand we have by (13), noting H .
jo lIenee we obtain in the same way as above where As is easily seen, these results are in accordance with the formulas derived in the usual manner. Our method can be extended to the general case where .splitting of the eigen-value may take place at any power of le. § 4. Criteria for Regularity. ApplicatioDs.
Since the definition of the regularity of H.. given in § 2 was indirect, it is desirable to have sufficient conditions for the given H. to be regular. One of the most important cases is as follows 11). Let H. be as in (17) 
II R o(l)gll·
If I is purely imaginary, we have by (8) and (7) 11 VRo(/)gll'::;;: (a+61/1-' ) IIglI· Then the senes in (18) is absolutely convergent, proving that H. is regular.
It should be noted that (30) is satisfied for any Ho if V is bounded, for we can take a=O, 6=11 VII.
In the same way, we can treat more general case 
H.V=AV. v= (Po
Then we can verify without difficulty that the condition (:l2) is satisfied provided that the coefficients po. PI.
If some of them are discontinuous in the interior or at the boundary of the interval, special investigation is necessary.
In the problems of quantum mechanics, (30) or (32) is not alwi\ys satisfied, for it is usual that V has singular points. Nevertheless the condition (30) has important application in quantum mechanics of atoms and molecules. Consider a system composed of finite number of particles interacting with each other through a potential energy of Coulomb type. Let H = T + W be the Hamiltonian of the system, where T is the kinetic energy and W is the potential energy. Let IV be divided into two parts: W: V o + V, where V is regarded as a perturbation to the unperturbed Hamiltonian 9o=T+ Vo' Then, though V is not bounded, it can be shown 13) that (30) is satisfied and, moreover, that a can be taken as small as we like. It follows that HI< = 90 + % V is regular in % for -co < % < + co and hence by § 2 that the energy levels of the system are analytic functions of % even if they cross each other when % grows from 0 to 1. It should be noted that this offers a theoretical basis for the one-electron model of atomic systems 14' • § 5. Convergence Radii. Application to Mathieu Functions.
In this section we shall show that our method of contour integral allows us to estimate the convergence radii of the series representing eigen-values and eigenspaces (or eigen-vectors). For the sake of simplicity, however, we restrict ourselves to the case where V in (17) In many cases this estimation must be very crude, but it will be seen that in general convergence is good if %/d is small. By the way it will be noted that the figure 1/2 above cannot in general be replaced by a large one. This is shown by the following simple example in twodimensional Euclidian space:
./10-' -""'./1 ...
... The figure obtained from the formUla of Rellich is 1/16 and much worse than ours. His method can be improved so as to give 1/4 as the result, but . seems to be nnable to go further. T. KATO \Ve can also estimate the error committed when we cut the series with finite terms. But the question is more conveniently treated in the general theory of perturbation as an asymptotic expansion, and will be deferred to a subsequent paper.
As an application of (:34), consider the Mathieu equation This result may be compared with that of \Vatsoll'~'. He-showed by an elaborate calculation that '-0 ~ "V"2/8, but could not estimate othcr r;;. Our method giles 11" all r;; at oncc. Indeed our '-0 is slightly '\'orse than his, but it must be noted that our formula (:l4) is the cnluest estimate without considering special properties of V*. If these are taken into account, we can easily-obtain better result than \\'atsoll's.
